Extracting texts of various size and shape from images containing multiple objects is an important problem in many contexts, especially, in connection to e-commerce, augmented reality assistance system in natural scene etc. The existing works (based on only CNN) often perform sub-optimally when the image contains regions of high entropy having multiple objects. This paper presents an end-to-end text detection strategy combining a segmentation algorithm and an ensemble of multiple text detectors of different types to detect text in every individual image segments independently. The proposed strategy involves a super-pixel based image segmenter which splits an image into multiple regions. A convolutional deep neural architecture is developed which works on each of the segments and detects texts of multiple shapes, sizes and structures. It outperforms the competing methods in terms of coverage in detecting texts in images especially the ones where the text of various types and sizes are compacted in a small region along with various other objects. Furthermore, the proposed text detection method along with a text recognizer outperforms the existing state-of-the-art approaches in extracting text from high entropy images. We validate the results on a dataset consisting of product images on an e-commerce website.
Introduction
Text detection from an image having multiple texts and other objects has been a very important problem in recent times due to the recent advancement and increasing application of computer vision techniques in different domains, for example, e-commerce, automatic driving assistance system, security camera surveillance etc. Detecting regions of texts and extracting that information from natural images is a challenging problem due to the presence of multiple texts of various shapes and sizes and many other objects together. One important problem in this context is extracting texts from product images, particularly in e-commerce, c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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especially, when the intent is to extract brand, product type, various attributes from the product label. Large e-commerce companies sell billions of products through their websites. All these products are associated with one or more product images containing various textual information about them. Extracting this information are important not only to enhance the quality of the product catalogue but also to examine that product information with respect to various compliance policies of the organization. One of the primary requisites to extract information from product images is to extract text from those images with high accuracy and coverage.
A vast amount of literature is already available regarding the detection and extraction of text from an image. The problem of text detection in an image has been extensively studied from different perspectives. Neuman et al. [9] proposed a technique to detect individual characters in an image and then group them into words depending on various attributes of the detected characters. Jaderberg et al. [3] proposed a technique to directly detect the words in an image. Zhang et al. [14] proposed a method to detect a text line in a scene image directly and then splitting that line into words. TextBoxes [6] is a word-based method to detect text in a scene image. Unlike Jaderberg et al. [3] , which comprises three detection steps and each further includes more than one algorithm, the algorithm of Textbox is much simpler. It requires only one network to be trained end-to-end. Textbox++ [7] is an improvement over Textbox and it offers the capability to detect oriented text as well. However, both Textbox++ and Textbox focus on detecting text in scene images. Our proposed method to detect text in high entropy images is primarily inspired by both Textbox++ and Textbox. TextBox and TextBox++ [6, 7] exhibit reasonably accurate performance in detecting text from scene images.
However, none of the existing techniques performs with high accuracy when it comes to detecting text from images where multiple texts are enclosed within regions along with possibly various other objects. This essentially means that the image has a high variability of heterogeneous information within compact regions. We relate this with the entropy of the image, defined as the average information in an image and can be determined approximately from the histogram of multichannel and colour-space features of the image (see [11] ). In this work, we propose to detect text from such images by first segmenting it into multiple regions. The segmented regions are evaluated by first computing super-pixel level colour-space features and texture features from a dilated version of the image and hence, combing multiple super-pixels to form various segmented regions based on the super-pixel similarities. We propose an ensemble modelling approach for feature extraction by combining multiple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based models using selective non-max suppression. We use the ensemble model algorithm for detecting text of varying scales in each of the segments.
Our key contributions in this paper are two-fold: First, we designed a segmentation algorithm which is tailor-fitted to segment out the regions of the image containing text. Secondly, we propose an ensemble of multiple neural networks which extract features from segments of the image in order to detect text of varied sizes in the form of compact bounding boxes. The proposed architecture is highly parallelizable and the results show comparable and in cases, better accuracies in comparison to the competitors.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we describe the framework of the image segmentation and the text detection in the form of a pipeline process. Section 2 is dedicated to describing the super-pixel based image segmentation methodology. The text detection method based on selective non-max suppression of the CNN ensemble is described in Section 3. The implementation of the proposed framework along with the accuracy of the proposed method on various image datasets is discussed in Section 4. We conclude the paper with a brief discussion in Section 5.
Framework
The framework consists of two main components -(i) Image segmentation and (ii) Text detection. Image segmentation component splits the high entropy regions of the image into multiple segments so that it is easier for the subsequent text detection module to extract features from them more efficiently. The text detection component embodies a semi-bagging styled model. It is a pipeline process where the output of the image segmentation component is fed to the text detection component. The above components are elaborated more in the following sections. Fig.1 details the architecture of the complete framework end-to-end.
Segmentation
The proposed segmentation method consists of a number of intermediate steps resulting in spatially connected segments of homogeneous pixels. The goal of the segmentation module primarily is to make sure that the complete image is segmented into a number of regions such that the different text objects are enclosed in the individual regions. To ensure spatial continuity in the segments, we first perform dilation of the image to make sure the holes and gaps inside objects are nullified and small intrusions at object boundaries are somewhat smoothened. We consider super-pixels of fixed size in the dilated image to calculate various features summarising super-pixel level information. Based on the super-pixel level feature information on the dilated image, we fit a Gaussian Mixture model to identify the class of super-pixels in an unsupervised manner. The details of the steps are described below.
Dilation
The image dilation is performed by convolving the image with a suitable kernel, in our case, the Gaussian Kernel. The anchor point of the kernel is chosen to be the centre of the kernel. As we scan the chosen kernel over the image, the pixel value at the anchor point is replaced by the maximum pixel value of the image region overlapping the kernel. This results in the interesting regions of the image to grow and the holes and gaps within the object to get nullified. As a result, the segments having the objects are over-compensated making sure there is less chance of a segment to truncate objects inside its true boundaries and split at holes and gaps within the object.
Super-Pixel Features
For each super-pixel of fixed size s ∈ S, we calculate a set of features as x s . For each superpixel s and each of the colour channels c ∈ C, we calculate mean, standard deviation and energy, denoted by x
To summarize the texture features, we consider the Leung-Malik filterbank (see [5] ) at multiple scales and orientations. In total, we consider, first and second derivatives at 6 orientations, 8 Laplacians of Gaussian filters and 4 Gaussians and hence take the convolution with the pixel at different channels. To make sure there is orientation invariance, we take the maximum response over all orientations at each pixel. We calculate the mean, standard deviation and energy for all pixels within a super-pixel for all the filter convolution to get features x (2) s,c = [µ s,c,j , σ s,c,j , e s,c,j ] j∈J , for all colour channels c ∈ C and super-pixel s ∈ S. The combined feature set for a given super-pixel is given by
Super-Pixel Similarity
Following the strategy adopted by [2] , we incorporate the similarity of neighbourhood superpixels based on a function w(s, s ), for all s, s ∈ S. We combine information available over the entire set of features and spatial distance to calculate the similarity function w(.,.) between neighbourhood super-pixels. Denote the Euclidean distance between features of two super-pixels s, s by d(x s , x s ) and the standard deviation across all super-pixels by σ x . The spatial Euclidean distance between a pair of super-pixels is given by d(s, s ) and the average distance across all super-pixels by d(S). Combining the feature level information and spatial distance between super-pixels, the similarity function is given by w(s,
Segment Classification
Based on the computed features and weight function we classify the super-pixels into a number of classes in an unsupervised manner. Let us denote the unknown classes of the super-pixels by Y = {y s , s ∈ S}. If there are K segments present in a given image, denoting K classes, we have y s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} for s ∈ S. The class information given by the joint class probability function is factorized as p(Y ) = ∏ s∈S π(y s ) ∏ s,s ∈S R(y s , y s ) where the class prior probabilities are given by π(y s ). The mutual information between a pair of neighbourhood super-pixels are given by R(y s , y s ) = β w(s, s )B(y s , y s ), β > 0 being a tuning parameter controlling the spatial regularization. Here B(y s , y s ) is a spatial regularisation function indicating the chance of two neighbouring super-pixels to belong to the same class. We chose a diagonal structure of the matrix [B(y s , y s ), s, s ∈ S] making all the diagonal elements to be identical to 1. Given a fixed class k, the features are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with fixed mean µ k and variance-covariance matrix Σ k given by p(x s |y s = k) = N k (µ k , k ). Hence the super-pixel class is predicted by estimating the model parameters using the ExpectationMaximization algorithm and hence evaluating
The estimated class information of the super-pixels is used to merge super-pixels of the same class level to get different segments. For three selected examples of images, the results of the proposed strategy after the dilation and segmentation is shown in Fig.2 . In the next section, we describe the text detection strategy where the ensemble of the CNN models is used to probe in each of the detected segments to extract texts of various sizes.
Text Detection
The task of text detection in an image is very similar to object detection, where the text can be treated as an object. Hence, all object detection models can be used by making them binary classifiers -text (word level) and non-text. But all these object classifiers have their own limitations.
• Sometimes the image has a large amount of text compacted in a region forming a text cluster. Detecting these words separately becomes hard for conventional object detection techniques as they are trained to recognize a few numbers of separable objects in an image.
• Text in a single image can vary in both font-sizes and font-styles in a single image. Though it is claimed that most object detection methods are scale invariant, the results say otherwise as shown in Singh et al. [10] .
As shown in Liao et al. [6, 7] having wide kernels (3 × 5) rather than the generic square kernels help in better coverage in detecting text. Text in most cases, unlike objects, has a rectangular aspect ratio. Wide kernels will capture information about the aspect ratio of text objects better than square kernels. An ensemble of multiple CNN based models ensures a different level of information will be captured by different kind of models resulting in better coverage in information gathered from image. The models are then stitched together using selective non-max suppression algorithm. Non-Maximal Suppression removes multiple overlapping boxes detected for the same text location and keeps the one with the highest probability. Selective non-maximal suppression does the same but also takes into account the accuracy of the model from which the bounding box has been generated, giving it higher preference. Predictions from models which have a higher accuracy are preferred over others even if the individual probability might be slightly smaller.
Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS)
Let us assume that there are n models and the number of bounding boxes predicted by j th model be n j . Let K be the list of all bounding boxes such that k i j is the i th bounding box predicted by model j with p k i j being the probability of that bounding box containing text. Let represent a sorted ordering of all these bounding boxes. That implies | | = |K| = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 + ... + n n .
Algorithm 1 NMS Algorithm
procedure NMSALGORITHM(k, p, nmsT hreshold) = sort(k, p, desc) sort k based on prob. p in desc order 
Selective Non-Maximal Suppression (sNMS)
Let M q denote the model with the highest accuracy a q among all other models M i where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. Let P t be the threshold probability -the probability that the bounding box is considered a true text box predicted by a model. P t is kept high for M q , say P t h while P t is kept slightly lower for the other n − 1 models, say P t l . The bounding boxes predicted by each of the models are first filtered using this. After that, the probability of all the n q predicted boxes of model M q is assigned to 1, while the probability of other boxes is left untouched. Post this reassignment of probabilities, NMS is performed on all the predicted boxes from all n models.
Algorithm 2 Selective NMS Algorithm
procedure SELECTIVENMSALGORITHM(a, P t 1 , P t 2 , k, p, nmsT hreshold) q = max(a) for k q do bounding boxes in q th model remove boxes where p q < P t h end for for k q do remaining bounding boxes in q th model p q = 1 end for for r = 1, ..., q − 1, q + 1, ..., m do for k r do remove boxes where p r < P t l end for end for bbs =NMSalgorithm(k, p, nmsT hreshold) return bbs end procedure Notes and Comments. Selective NMS ensures that the text boxes predicted with high probability by a model with the highest accuracy will always have priority over similar text boxes predicted with high probability by other models.
Implementation and Experiments
Our proposed methodology employs multiple models, to detect text from an image, which are stitched together using the selective-NMS algorithm. Multiple pre-trained models, as developed in Liao et al. [6, 7] were used to detect text boxes from images. For selective-NMS, corresponding to the model with the highest accuracy of 0.9 was set as a probability threshold above which a bounding box was considered a true text box with high confidence. The same parameter was set to 0.8 for the other models. NMS Threshold, the ratio of intersection area of two text boxes to union area of them (IOU), was set to 95% i.e. with IOU above 95% between two text boxes, they are considered to contain the same text. For text recognition, we synthesised 9 million text images using SynthText for various size, style and background of text for training. The full training set was run in a computer with standard K80 GPU and average execution time for detecting text in a single image is recorded to be around 0.15s. The ICDAR2013 dataset consists of images where the user is explicitly directing the focus of the camera on the text content of interest in a real scene. Product image dataset, on the other hand, consists of images of items taken from a high-resolution camera and have no background (white). By converting the image to grey-scale we calculate the entropy of the images in areas where the text is present. The average entropy of a sample of images from ICDAR2013 [4] dataset was around 7.0 while that of images from Walmart dataset [1] was around 6.0 with 6.5 marking a demarcation boundary for separating the two datasets.
Experimental Results
ICDAR2013 [4] contains high-resolution real-world images. The models have been trained on the ICDAR2013 train set and then tested on the ICDAR2013 validation set. The results from all the models are then passed through selective NMS and the final bounding boxes are used for computing the metrics for precision, recall and f-score. Table. 1 summarizes and compares our results with other methods. A sample of the results are shown in Fig.3 . The predicted text regions are placed on top of the true text regions, indicated by blue and red boxes respectively.
The ensemble model is also tested on a dataset containing publicly available product images on the Walmart website [1]. These are high resolution and high entropy images of the front face of processed food items used on a daily basis by consumers. The predicted text region bounding boxes enclose regions containing texts of multiple sizes and mixed font types in the same image. This is particularly important for product images as the product labels often contain texts of multiple fonts. The proposed text detection strategy also successfully detects text regions when the text is moderately rotated or curved due to the shape of the product package, eg-a can or a bottle (see the 2nd, 3rd and 4th images in the bottom row in Fig.3 ). The use of wide kernels turn out to be useful in detecting horizontal text boxes and on top of it, the image segmentation and CNN ensemble network consider image convolution filters at multiple scales and rotation angles. This contributes to ensuring that the text box detection accuracy is invariant at least under limited distortion and rotation of the horizontal orientation of the texts.
The models trained on ICDAR2013 train set are used on 50 images from this dataset where the ground truth boxes are known. The main difference between the images in this dataset and the other publicly available datasets is that the images have no background noise that is usually present in scene text. However multiple texts are usually present in a small region of the image along with various other objects resulting in high local entropy. Most of the models currently available perform poorly on detecting text in such regions in the image. In such cases, the model described in this paper performs better than the existing ones in terms of precision, recall as well as f-score. Fig.3 gives the results achieved on the datasets [1, 4] by the model. In the case of ICDAR2013 dataset, the model has performed at par with the existing models currently available, but this improves drastically in the case of the dataset containing high entropy images [1]. The precision is at least 6% higher than the existing methods while recall is higher by around 15%. Table 2 : Text localization results on High entropy image dataset. P, R and F refer to precision, recall and F-measure respectively.
Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm which employs an ensemble of multiple fully convolutional networks preceded by an image segmenter for text detection. It is highly stable and parallelizable. It can detect words of varied sizes in an image which is very high on entropy. Comprehensive evaluations and comparisons on benchmark datasets clearly validate the advantages of our method in three related tasks including text detection, word spotting and endto-end recognition. It even exhibits better performance than TextBox and TextBox++ [6, 7] in detecting graphical text in an image. The ICDAR2013 dataset images have real-world contents and background noise surrounding the true text regions, unlike the Walmart High Entropy Images, where the challenge is largely the presence of multiple textual elements within small regions resulting higher entropy. The proposed methodology is particularly targeted to work on such high entropy text regions and hence performs very well on Walmart High Entropy Images. However, a more targeted background removal strategy, image segmentation and text candidate pre-filtering using text region specific key point identification and feature descriptions such as Stroke width descriptors, Maximally Stable Extremal Region descriptors should enhance the performance of the CNN ensemble model more. We keep this development for future communication.
